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The Quarantine Speech was given by U.S.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt on October
5, 1937 in Chicago (on the occasion of the
dedication of the bridge between north and
south outer Lake Shore Drive), calling for an
international "quarantine" against the "epidemic of world
lawlessness" by aggressive nations as an alternative to the
political climate ...
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The Quarantine Speech was given by U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt on October 5,
1937 in Chicago (on the occasion of the dedication of the bridge between north and south
outer Lake Shore Drive), calling for an international "quarantine" against the "epidemic of
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outer Lake Shore Drive), calling for an international "quarantine" against the "epidemic of
world lawlessness" by aggressive nations as an alternative to the political climate ...

October 5, 1937: Quarantine Speech | Miller Center
https://millercenter.org/.../october-5-1937-quarantine-speech
Franklin Roosevelt speaks of the atrocities taking place abroad, including the disregarding
of treaties and invasions of foreign lands. The President also warns of Americaâ€™s
likely confrontation with the aggressors. In addition, he suggests to â€œquarantineâ€¦

Quarantine Speech | Teaching American History
teachingamericanhistory.org › â€¦ › Franklin D. Roosevelt
Quarantine Speech. I am glad to come once again to Chicago and especially to have the
opportunity of taking part in the dedication of this important project of civic betterment.

Quarantine Speech | speech, United States history ...
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Quarantine-Speech
Other articles where Quarantine Speech is discussed: Franklin D. Roosevelt: Foreign
policy: â€¦nations make concerted efforts to quarantine aggressors. Although he seemed
to mean nothing more drastic than breaking off diplomatic relations, the proposal created
such alarm throughout the country that he quickly backed away from even this â€¦

The Meaning and Significance of Roosevelt's Quarantine
Speech
https://historyplex.com/meaning-significance-of-roosevelts...
The Quarantine Speech reflected Roosevelt's desire to shift from America's traditional
policy of non-interference in wars. But why is this speech called the Quarantine
Speech?

Videos of quarantine speech
bing.com/videos

See more videos of quarantine speech

Excerpts from Rooseveltâ€™s â€œQuarantine Speechâ€�
of â€¦
www.alba-valb.org/.../roosevelt2019s-201cquarantine-speech201d
Rooseveltâ€™s â€œQuarantine Speechâ€� Excerpts from Rooseveltâ€™s
â€œQuarantine Speechâ€� of October 5, 1937...It is true that the moral consciousness
of the world must recognize the importance of removing injustices and well-founded
grievances; but at the same time it must be aroused to the cardinal necessity of honoring
sanctity of treaties ...

What was Roosevelt's quarantine speech - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › US Presidents › Franklin D. Roosevelt
Jun 02, 2018 · Answer An idealist, Roosevelt was trying to suggest an alternative to war
in Europe and Asia by way of a US quarantine around agressors like.

In the quarantine speech delivered in october of 1937 ... May 26, 2018

Franklin D Roosevelt's quarantine speech - Answers.com

What is the difference between the quarantine speech and ...

What did Roosevelt's Quarantine Speech result in - Answers

See more results

Quarantine Speech by Kristina Kuil on Prezi
https://prezi.com/-elvq_lea3ix/quarantine-speech
The speech flew in the face of isolationist politicians. The Quarantine speech happened in
Autumn of 1937 in Chicago, Illinois. Chicago was known as the unofficial isolationist
"capital" of America. The Speech triggered protest from isolationists and other foes of
involvement. They feared that a moral quarantine would lead to a shooting quarantine.
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